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A NOTE ON HYPONORMAL OPERATORS

ROBERT WHITLEY

ABSTRACT.   A short, elementary proof that a hyponormal operator with

a compact imaginary part is normal.

We give a short elementary proof that a hyponormal operator  T

iT*T > TT *)   which has a compact imaginary part is normal.  This is known;

for example it follows directly from Putnam's deep results [3, Theorem 3.2.1,

p. 42].  As the referee kindly points out, it is also possible to reduce to the

case of real spectrum whence the result follows from the fact that the numer-

ical range equals the convex hull of the spectrum.   The corollary that a compact

hyponormal operator must be normal was demonstrated by Ando [l], Putnam

[4], and Stampfli [5].

Theorem.   A hyponormal operator, on a Hilbert space, which has a com-

pact  imaginary part is normal.

Proof.   Let  T be the operator, and let M = ix: ||Tx|| = ||T*x||!.  As

Stampfli notes [6, Lemma 3, p. 474], since   T is hyponormal the vector x is

in  M  iff

(1) TT*x=T*Tx.

To see this we only need observe, as in [6], that for x in M and any y,

|((T*T- TT*)x\y)\2 <ÜT*T - TT*)y\y)iiT*T - TT*)x|x) = 0,

by the  Schwarz   inequality for positive operators;  as  y is arbitrary (1)

follows.  Thus M is a closed subspace.

Let  T = A + iB, where  A  is the selfadjoint real part of  T and  B  is

the selfadjoint compact imaginary part of  T.   For each eigenvalue  A of  B

and a corresponding eigenvector  x, we have, as  A + ¿A is normal and  A is

real,
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|r*|| = HU + íA)x|| = ||U + ¿A)*x|| = ||U - ¿A)*|| = |U - iB)x\\ = \\T*x\\.

Thus the subspace  M  contains each eigenspace of  B.   These eigenspaces

are total, and so M must be the entire space and the operator  T must be

normal.
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